
Improving Website Usability: Why Your
Organisation Should Put Investment Into Organic
Search Marketing Immediately
SEO-optimised websites load faster, are easy to read and surf, and will display
properly in almost all types of devices, including mobile and tablets. Websites that
are simple to read and travel are more likely to grab and hold recognition from your
users or visitors they’re more likely to become your true customers, subscribers,
and returning visitors. Good quality SEO work allows a website to create a clear,
effective user-friendly experience. Optimising on-page SEO, content and elements
following the latest Google best practices builds your brand’s trust and credibility.
Being featured among the top search results on Google means that the search
engine considers you as a relevant, useful and genuine source of
information/content and prefers you to other sites that are in the running. SEO helps
establish the authority of your site.

Behind The Scenes SEO
Check your comment settings and make sure that all comment links are ‘nofollow'.
Optimizing your site for mobile usage keeps it a positive experience for users on
any device. Google PageSpeed gives you insights straight from the source that
matters the most. Their recommendations are broken down in Lab Data,
Opportunities, and Diagnostics. Is the site using schema.org/LocalBusiness or a
variant for NAP information? A SEO Consultant can spend years learning how to
analyse data in order to improve content and help businesses grow.

Create High-quality SEO Content
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Unique content on your website will always bring more website traffic. People
always keep searching for something new and unique from others. Strategies for
optimizing content vary depending on the type of content. For instance, some
strategies for article content may not apply for video content. The bottom line for
optimizing content is to enhance the user experience. As a web content writer,
there are certain lines you can’t cross compared to your usual content writing
counterparts. Unlike them, you must be cautious about using long and endless
sentences. The subject of keywords in content is something that generates a lot of
debate in SEO circles: where to place them, when and how often they need to
appear on the page and lots more besides. As with most things SEO, opinions tend
to vary significantly on the subject. A recommended SEO Specialist will be on top of
all the changes and can take the burden of ensuring your content ranks well off
your hands.

Understand Your Competition Like Never Before
Leading UK Consultants, including Gaz Hall who runs an SEO Consultancy in London,
believe: In today's fast paced and rapidly changing business environment,
businesses need information to make the right decisions. Competitive intelligence
activities help gather, analyse and disseminate this information which is important
to gaining a competitive advantage. You’ll never be able to fully understand or
duplicate a competitor’s strategy. A competitive analysis is just one input in your
growth strategy — and a limited one at that. You don’t want to rely on your
competitors for marketing tactics. Conduct off-page and on-page analysis. This
involves studying your competitor’s backlinks, anchor texts, social media strategy,
tools used, content and page by page traffic figures. Businesses risk not
understanding when and why consumers prefer their competitors, not identifying
their own competitive vulnerabilities and not seeing new threats and opportunities
when they don’t execute regular competitive analyses. SEO is a very competitive
industry, and the work quality of a professional SEO Consultant in London is
essential.

Significance Of Keyword Research (and How To Do It)
Finding the right keywords for your website is one of the most important things you
can do in your ongoing SEO efforts. Target the wrong keywords and you’ll waste
time and money without realizing it. Usually not until after the time and money
have been spent. Use keyword tools to find popular keywords with high search
volume and low keyword difficulty (KD) when searching for related and targetable
keywords. This can help you narrow down your options in terms of the right
keywords that aren’t too general or specific. I find Google often over estimates the
search volume for a keyword and I find that the average keyword research tool
under estimates the volume, but if you take the middle ground of the two, it's
surprisingly accurate. To make your business visible to the right audience you
should target the right keyword(s). Ideally, the same keywords that the users would
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key in into the search engines. So, it is important to do keyword research before
embarking on your digital marketing campaigns. Make sure that your SEO Expert
knows what search engine recommendations are.

SEO Statistics You Should Know

We’ve compiled a list of the most relevant SEO statistics for growing businesses.
Keep reading to get the inside scoop on what works and what doesn’t in the ever-
changing game of search engine optimization.

68% of online experiences begin with a search engine.
The average reading level of a voice search result is 9th grade.
On average, ranking in position #1 on mobile gets you 27.7% of the clicks,
whereas ranking in position #1 on desktop gets you 19.3% of the clicks.
74.71% of SEOs charge a monthly retainer fee for their clients.
40.61% of pages have meta descriptions that truncate.
69.7% of search queries contain four words or more.

A SEO York will ensure high visibility and growth of your business across your
desired location.

Backlinks Are One Of The Signals A Search Engine Uses
Getting unique and authoritative links is crucial for higher ranking on the search
engine results pages (SERPs) and improving your SEO altogether. The editorial
backlink is another type of backlink that will help you attract more visitors to your
website content. It basically refers to when some other authoritative website wants
to link to your high-quality content. There is still a correlation between high
rankings and the amount of backlinks, but this trend will continue to decrease
moving forwards. Backlinks—also knowns as inbound or one-way links—are simply
links that point to your website from another website. It is the experience of
working as a Professional SEO Service that determines success.

Local SEO Helps Generate More Sales
Ensuring that your business name, address, and phone number are exactly the
same makes it easy for customers to connect with your business when it shows up
online. A local SEO campaign is like a journey from trailhead to setting up camp.
The trail is filled with challenges, but also amazing opportunities! Building your rank
will allow you to use Google as a free advertisement for your business and gain
more valuable clicks than a paid ad. Since most people tend to purchase products
within 15 miles from home, it is important for your small business to dominate local
searches to obtain a high volume of converted leads. An independent SEO
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Consultancy has to be comfortable with the given setup of internal and external
teams and consider its impact on the overall SEO strategy.

Putting Together An International SEO Plan
International Search Engine Optimisation is more than just spinning up content in
different languages and implementing HREF LANG correctly. Which local keywords
are driving the spike in organic traffic? International Web Optimisation is not just
about translating your existing strategy, it requires a bespoke approach that
accounts for local trends, search patterns and linguistic nuances. The process of
generating an Global Web Optimisation strategy starts with the business owner and
the questions that they have to ask. An experienced SEO Agency Yorkshire will help
you to improve your ranking on the search engine while also not exceeding your
budget.

It is vital to provide training to technical, design, content, and marketing teams, and
reinforce it on a regular basis. A successful enterprise SEO implementation will find
ways to inject SEO knowledge into existing training programs and identify internal
evangelists to broadly distribute the messages. Training needs to be
comprehensive, consistent, and continuous. The more aware customers are of your
name through effective Search Engine Marketing, the more that awareness breeds
familiarity.

You can get more insights on the topic of SEO Consultants at this Wikipedia entry.
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